
BeGo Benozzo Gozzoli Museum
via Testaferrata 31 50051 Castelfiorentino (Firenze)

Tel. +39 0571 64448
Latitude: 43.605217 | Longitude: 10.969216

info@museobenozzogozzoli.it
www.museobenozzogozzoli.it

Opening hours
Monday and Friday: 9.00 am - 1.00 pm

Tuesday and Thursday: 4.00 pm - 7.00 pm
Saturday, Sunday and Public holidays

10.00 am - 12.00 am and 4.00 pm - 7.00 pm
Closing day: Wednesday

The museum is closed on 25 December, 1 January 
and Easter Sunday

Entrance fee:
Full  € 3,00   Reduced  € 2,00

Project financed by:

MuDEV cumulative Valdelsa museum pass
(Empolese Valdelsa Diffused Museum): 

Single  € 15,00   Family  € 35,00
www.museiempolesevaldelsa.it



Welcome to the BeGo, the Benozzo Gozzoli 
museum.
The BeGo safeguards and promotes the artworks 
created by the Florentine artist Benozzo Gozzoli 
in Castelfiorentino, in the heart of the Valdelsa, 
towards the end of the 1400s.
Here you can familiarize with Benozzo Gozzoli, 
his frescoes and preparatory sketches (sinopias) 
for the two magnificent roadside tabernacles, 
known respectively as the Tabernacle of the 
Visitation and the Tabernacle of the Madonna of 
the Cough. You will appreciate the spirit of these 
monuments and the period in which they were 
constructed, that of the Renaissance. 
You will be able to discover the techniques of 
fresco and sinopia as well as the complex process 
of detaching the frescoes from the walls for the 
purposes of maintenance and preservation.  
Finally, you will certainly appreciate their beauty 
as you yourself take part in an exciting journey 
through time. 
Benozzo and his masterpieces await you.

The BeGo museum believes in promoting our artistic heritage and makes every effort to ensure the 
participation of an ever wider public, in line with the principles of inclusion, dignity and individual 
rights. The museum staff is specifically trained to explain the museum heritage and is at the disposal of 
visitors to facilitate their enjoyment, with the aid of all the equipment and tools the museum possesses.  

At the BeGo Museum, you will find:

Full accessibility for people with motor disability or limited mobility
Places in which to rest or relax and enjoy the works on display
Tablet with video guide, subtitled and in Italian sign language

Tactile stations with relief drawings, a tactile panel on the fresco technique and scale models
of the tabernacles 
Audio descriptions in Italian and captions in Italian Braille
Activities for people with cognitive disorders such as Alzheimer and dementia and for their 
carers 
Information supports for people with intellectual disabilities and autistic spectrum disorders 

Materials for providing information to people who experience difficulty in communicating and 
understanding texts
A private lactation room for mothers

Numerous opportunities for inclusive guided visits and educational laboratories for schools, 
work-study programmes, internships and apprenticeships
Educational experiences from the museum to its surrounding area, for groups and families 
After-school and campus activities


